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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a new wheel motion generator to track the centroidal motion of one quadruped-on-wheel robot which has the ability to cross various rough terrains with the model based whole-body torque control. The generator is used to track the whole-robot centroidal motion reference. Firstly, the wheel contact model and the whole-body inverse kinematics model are derived using spatial vectors. The wheel motion is extracted out mathematically depending on the base and the legged motions, which serves as the kinematics model. Then the wheel motion generator is developed by combining both the kinematics model and the robot centroidal momentum/dynamics model. The models are decomposed into three components relating to the base motion, the legged motion and the wheel motion. The adaptive wheel motion references are derived in a detailed mathematical way and several algorithms are developed for the model decompositions. Finally, the robot is simulated to be driven on various rough terrains using the operational space control framework mixed with our proposed compatible prioritized impedance controller. The required torque for multiple tasks is generated by the feed-forward and feedback controllers while fulfilling the contact constraints.

1. Introduction

Conventional wheeled robots have great performance and potential on continuous terrains with high speeds and less energy consuming, but easily stuck on the rough terrain with steep obstacles. In contrast, legged robots are not tied to the discontinuous environments like mountain lanes, or artificial stairs, and can move with agility to cope with uncertainties or disturbances. From a practical point of view, quadruped-on-wheel robots combine both strengths and have more versatile locomotion modes from rolling to walking, climbing, running and jumping, etc. However, these enhanced locomotion skills come with a more complex dynamics model, motion generation and torque control.

Here, only quadruped-on-wheel robots with active redundant actuators are reviewed here. The works in the state of the art always track the robot CoM motion which is one special point to represent the whole-robot motion. The literature presents various methods to evaluate the robot balance that includes the center of mass (CoM) position, the zero moment point (ZMP) and the center of pressure [1]. Recently, the centroidal angular velocity or momentum is also tracked in addition to the CoM translational motion for highly redundant robots, e.g. humanoids and quadrupeds. The system translational and angular momentum can be defined here naturally [2] and the 6-dimensional centroidal momentum is their combination and it is refocused as the sum of the individual link momentum expressed at the system CoM using spatial notations [2]. Authors in [3] showed that the control of the centroidal angular momentum leads to more natural rich whole-body motion of robots. Authors in [4][5] apply the control of the centroidal angular momentum to keep the balance of humanoids. Ugurlu et al. in [6] achieved the quadruped trot-walking by using the virtual admittance control of the whole-body angular momentum to keep postural balance. The Hylos robot [7] is composed of four wheel-legs and is capable to run on rough terrain by changing its robot CoM position and optimizing the joint torques and contact forces due to the structure redundancy, which can maximize the robot stability, however, the lack of a whole-body dynamics model hinders the robot to perform dynamic locomotion. The Complios robot is designed with active and passive compliant joints, and they are driven by series-elastic actuators (SEA) which can react to obstacles, however, the SEAs’ low control bandwidth and the passive joints limit the robot speed on rough terrain. Authors in [9] developed a hydraulic actuated legged-on-wheel robot which has the similar control method with Hylos that computes the inverse kinematics to track the desired base trajectory and optimizes the posture redundantly. The Momaro robot in [10] shows one hybrid locomotion mode to overcome obstacles like stairs using a...
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Figure 1: ‘TowrlISR’—A quadruped-on-wheel robot developed in ISR lab is equipped with 12 hydraulic actuators and 4 wheel motors. Each leg has 4 joints, including the hip abduction/adduction joint (HAA), the hip flexion/extension joint (HFE), the knee flexion/extension joint (KFE) and the wheel forward/backward joint (WFB). The joints with hydraulic actuators apply the similar structure with the robot HyQ2Max [34] which has different leg layout and no wheels. Each joint is integrated with the force/torque sensor and the absolute/incremental encoder.

kinematics approach. However, in above works [7, 8, 9, 10], the systems show only static maneuvers, and the simplified dynamics model or the kinematics-based controller limits the diversity of dynamic behaviors. Authors in [11][12] used the ZMP index to generate the robot centroidal translational motion pattern to follow the ZMP reference in 2D and 3D space respectively. [13] extended the work in [12] and achieve the contact kinematics in the acceleration level. However, the legs in above works are always assumed to be massless, this can not be accepted since the robot CoM should combine all body mass and inertias, which constitute the whole-body dynamics model and influence the motion generation, and the wheel motion can conflict the legged suspension. Recently, one legged-wheeled centaur-like robot, CENTAURO [14][15] is developed to track the system centroidal motion and the legged-wheeled motion kinematics is achieved without the leg-massless assumption, however, this work only dealt with the joint velocity and position references which only enable to use the feedback torque controller without applying the whole-body dynamic models. In addition, the derivative of the kinematics contact constraints cannot be ensured without one feed-forward torque controller [16]. Authors in [17] proposed one multi-task operational space control framework for humanoid robots to enable the required torque for all tasks to be consistent with the contact constraints in the velocity and acceleration levels. [18] addressed the unified control of multi-contact constraints, centroidal motion maneuvers, operational tasks, postures, and internal forces for a humanoid. Instead of using the ZMP criteria with contact-coplanar limits and other disadvantages stated in [21], authors in [19][20][21] show that the satisfaction of the contact constraints in the kinematics first and second orders enable quadruped and humanoid robots with dynamic stability and feasible motions. The contact constraints can be ensured by using one optimization based torque controller which can handle the contact unilateral limit and the friction cone, and this method can also be applied to quadruped-on-wheel robots. In these torque controllers, the feedback force/torque for each designed task is integrated and consistent with the contact constraints. However, for the general feedback controllers for safety and physical constraints, such as self-collision and obstacle-avoidance missions [22], they should also be paid attention to respect the contact constraints. In this paper, we track the spatial centroidal motion for our legged-wheeled robot without leg-massless assumption, and its angular motion reference is generated in the running process. The kinematics and dynamics models are established without any simplification. Then we achieve the kinematics contact constraints in the acceleration level by using spatial vectors. Then we step further and derive the relationship in the acceleration level between the centroidal motion and all wheel-leg motions, and the centroidal momentum and dynamics models should be built for our quadruped-on-wheel robot. Then the wheel velocity and acceleration are generated on-line and they are ensured to be compatible with the actual legged suspension. In addition, we use whole-body torque controller (including the feed-forward and various feedback impedance controllers) to achieve operational-space tasks by respecting the contact constraints. The whole control framework is more general and it avoids the relative limits from each reference. This paper serve as the basis of our processing works, including the altitude control and the trotting locomotion of our quadruped-on-wheel robot, in which the control of the relative motion between the centroidal and base spatial motions enables the robot to evolve
Authors in [25] modified the closed-loop momentum-based controller structure to avoid instability of the zero dynamics out from the generalized dynamics model [3] which improves the calculation of the centroidal dynamics properties. Furthermore, the centroidal momentum matrix and the centroidal momentum bias force are extracted on rough terrains without pre-defined legged trajectories.

Table 1
Symbols for the whole-body kinematics model, the wheel motion generators, the torque controller in Section 2, 3, 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{X}_{i}$</td>
<td>Transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the wheel $i$ frame to the contact point $i$ frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{X}_{ki}$</td>
<td>Transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the knee $i$ frame to the wheel $i$ frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{X}_{ji}$</td>
<td>Transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the knee $i$ frame to the contact point $i$ frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{X}_{Gi}$</td>
<td>Transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the robot CoM frame to the base frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{X}_{j}$</td>
<td>Transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the robot CoM frame to the body $j$ frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{X}_{ji}^+$</td>
<td>Transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the body $j$ parent frame to the body $j$ frame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}_{ci}$</td>
<td>Jacobian at the wheel contact $i$ point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}_{ci}$</td>
<td>Jacobian relating to all wheel-contact point velocity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}_{ki}$</td>
<td>Jacobian relating to the knee joint velocity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}_{Gi}$</td>
<td>Jacobian relating to the centroidal motion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}<em>{ci}$, $\mathbf{v}</em>{ki}$, $\mathbf{\omega}_{ci}$</td>
<td>Contact-point $i$ 6-dimensional spatial velocity, 3-dimensional translational and angular velocities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}_{ci}$</td>
<td>All contact-point translational velocity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}<em>{b}$, $\mathbf{\omega}</em>{b}$</td>
<td>Floating-base 6-dimensional spatial velocity, 3-dimensional translational and angular velocities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{\theta}_{b}$</td>
<td>Floating-base orientation angle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}<em>{G}$, $\mathbf{v}</em>{G}$, $\mathbf{\omega}_{G}$</td>
<td>Centroidal 6-dimensional spatial velocity, 3-dimensional translational and angular velocities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}_{iw}$</td>
<td>Wheel-body $i$ spatial velocity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{v}_{iw}$</td>
<td>Knee-body $i$ spatial velocity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{V}<em>{G}$, $\mathbf{\omega}</em>{G}$</td>
<td>Centroidal translational and angular velocities respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{q}_{iw}$</td>
<td>Wheel $i$ joint position, and all wheel joint position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{q}<em>{iw}$, $\mathbf{q}</em>{ik}$</td>
<td>Leg $i$ revolute joint positions, and all leg-revolute joint position, except the wheel joints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_{i}^{G}$, $\Phi_{i}$</td>
<td>Free modes matrices of the virtual contact joint and the leg $i$ wheel joint respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_{i}^{G}$, $\Phi_{i}$</td>
<td>Free modes matrices of the floating-base joint and the actuated-joint $j$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{l}_{G}$</td>
<td>Composite rigid-body inertias at the CoM and at the base respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{l}<em>{G}$, $\mathbf{I}</em>{G}$</td>
<td>Left and right three columns of $\mathbf{I}_{G}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{I}<em>{j}$, $\mathbf{v}</em>{j}$</td>
<td>Body $j$ spatial inertia and spatial velocity respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{I}_{j}$</td>
<td>Wheel $i$ spatial inertia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{I}_{b}$</td>
<td>Base spatial inertia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{h}<em>{G}$, $\mathbf{P}</em>{G}$, $\mathbf{k}<em>{G}$, $\mathbf{I}</em>{G}$</td>
<td>Centroidal momentum, position, centroidal transalational and angular momentums respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}_{G}$</td>
<td>Centroidal momentum Jacobian in the null-space of the contact constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}_{G}$</td>
<td>Wheel motion Jacobian in the null-space of the centroidal motion and the contact constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{N}_{G}$</td>
<td>Null-space projector for the contact constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{N}_{G}$</td>
<td>Null-space projector combining the centroidal motion task and the contact constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{N}_{all}$</td>
<td>Null-space projector combining all tasks and the contact constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{J}$</td>
<td>Dynamically inverse of any Jacobian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{F}_{G}$, $\mu$, $\rho$, $\Lambda$</td>
<td>Operational force, Coriolis and centripetal force, gravity force and inertia at the contact points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{F}_{G}$</td>
<td>Prioritized operational space force for the centroidal motion task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{Gi}$, $\rho_{Gi}$, $\Lambda_{Gi}$</td>
<td>Prioritized Coriolis and centripetal force, gravity force and inertia for the centroidal motion task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{F}_{G}$</td>
<td>Prioritized operational space force for the wheel motion task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_{ai}$, $\rho_{ai}$, $\Lambda_{ai}$</td>
<td>Prioritized Coriolis and centripetal force, gravity force and inertia for the wheel motion task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{\tau}$</td>
<td>Sum of all impedance torques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{\tau}$</td>
<td>Feedback torque and feed-forward torque, and their combination.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The derivative of the centroidal momentum has been introduced as the centroidal dynamics [23] which is extended by a coordinate transformation that produces an inertially decoupled structure of the equations of motion for a floating base robot [24]. Furthermore, the centroidal momentum matrix and the centroidal momentum bias force are extracted out from the generalized dynamics model [3] which improves the calculation of the centroidal dynamics properties. Authors in [25] modifies the closed-loop momentum-based controller structure to avoid instability of the zero dynamics.
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which enable the asymptotic stability. The centroidal dynamics model is applied in [26] to compute a feasible CoM trajectory through the mapping of contact forces. In [27], the capture point concept is implemented and its references are generated by one momentum-based torque controller which provides one humanoid robot with abilities of push recovery and reaction to other external disturbances.

In this paper, we focus on the rolling based locomotion and propose a new adaptive wheel motion generator to track the whole-body centroidal motion reference of one quadruped-on-wheel robot, and present a set of scientific theoretical contributions for this purpose. This new wheel motion generator combines the whole-body inverse kinematics model and the robot centroidal momentum/dynamics model without leg-massless assumption. All wheels are maintained in contact with the ground, and the legged motion is used for the legged active suspension and for the base posture control. The novel wheel motion generator is achieved by respecting the non-slippage contact constraints and the actual legged suspension in the velocity and acceleration levels, under the goal to track the centroidal motion reference. The wheel contact constraints are derived by using spatial vectors and the wheel motion is extracted out mathematically depending on the base and the legged motions, which serves as the kinematics model. Then the kinematics and centroidal dynamics models are decomposed into several components relating to the base, the leg and the wheel motions. Several algorithms are developed for the model decompositions. The differential inverse kinematics and centroidal momentum models are combined to achieve the wheel velocities which are used in the feedback impedance controller. The double-differential inverse kinematics and centroidal dynamics models are combined to achieve the wheel accelerations which are applied in the feed-forward torque controller. The desired centroidal angular velocity and acceleration are achieved as the byproducts of the wheel motion generator, which are used to track the centroidal momentum and acceleration in the feedback and feed-forward torque controllers. Finally, one concept relating to the prioritized impedance controller is proposed and integrated in the prioritized multi-task torque controller, which is used to track the centroidal motion and validate our wheel motion generator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the whole-body inverse kinematics is firstly detailed. The wheel motion is extracted out depending on the base motion and the legged motion. Section 3 constitutes the main contribution of this paper which describes the new wheel motion generator to track the robot centroidal motion. The wheel velocities and accelerations are derived in a detailed mathematical way by combining the kinematics model and the centroidal momentum/dynamics model. In Section 4, the robot torque controller is presented by combining our proposed prioritized impedance controller. In Section 5, we use the torque controller to validate our wheel motion generator through numerical simulations using our virtual quadruped-on-wheel robot. Section 6 closes the paper with conclusion and future works.

2. System Modeling

"TowrISIR" is a new quadruped-on-wheel robot that is designed in ISIR laboratory (see Fig. 1), equipped with 12 leg-revolute joints and 4 wheels. The robot mass is about 90kg with length ≈ 1.06m, width ≈ 0.55m and normal height ≈ 0.8m. The leg mass is about 8.6kg and the length parameters are shown in Fig. 2. We select the same hydraulic actuators with HyQ2Max [34] and the power is enough for our robot to handle our designed missions in Section 5. The detailed mechanical design exceeds the topic of this paper. Compared with conventional quadruped robots, the four wheel joints induce more complexity into the kinematics and dynamics models, which will be detailed in this section. In addition, we derive the whole-body dynamics model without any leg massless assumptions. The wheel contact model and the whole-body inverse kinematics are derived as the basis for the wheel motion generator in next section. We concentrate on the rolling mode and all wheels are always maintained in contact with the ground. In this paper, spatial vectors [31] are used and written in upright bold letters, and conventional 3D vectors are written in italic bold letters. For the vectors and matrices in this paper, the subscript \( i \in [1, \ldots, 4] \) always denotes the leg index shown in Fig. 2, and \( j \in [1, \ldots, 17] \) always represents the rigid body index or the joint index shown in Fig. 3.

2.1. Connectivity and Dynamics Model

From the connectivity depicted in Fig. 3 and the robot structure in Fig. 2, the joint configuration is defined as,

\[
q = \begin{bmatrix} q_{x_b}^T & q_{g_1}^T & q_{g_2}^T & q_{g_3}^T & q_{g_4}^T \end{bmatrix}^T \in \mathbb{R}^{n_b + 4n_l = n}, \tag{1}
\]

where \( q_{x_b} = [\theta_b^T \, p_b^T]^T \) is the orientation and position of the floating base in the inertial global coordinate, accounting \( n_b = 6 \) degrees of freedom (DOF). The robot has \( n_l = 4 \) legs and each leg has 4 joints. \( n = 4n_l + n_b = 22 \) denotes the...
Figure 2: Structure of TowrlISIR with leg indexes: The whole-body CoM frame $G$ is set parallel with the base frame 1 or $b$. The frames relating to the inverse kinematics are zoomed in, including the contact frame $c_i$, the wheel frame $w_i$ and the knee frame $k_i$. The letters F, L, R and H represent front, left, right and hind. On the front-left (FL) leg, we give the leg lengths. The wheel diameter is 150mm. The contact frame is always estimated at the lowest point in the sagittal plane of the wheel in the gravity direction.

Figure 3: Connectivity of TowrlISIR with body and joint indexes: the index number inside each ellipse represents the body index, and the outside index numbers denote the joint indexes. Joint 1/b represents the floating-base joint accounting 6 DOFs. We set one frame on each joint, and the frame index has the same index with the joint. There are $N_B = 17$ bodies, in which the bodies 5, 9, 13 and 17 represent the wheels, $q_w = [q_5 \ q_9 \ q_{13} \ q_{17}]^T$. The base body/frame is the parent body/frame of the bodies/frames 2, 6, 10 and 14. In each leg, the body/frame $j$ is the parent of the body/frame $j + 1$.

The whole-body DOF $q_{B_i} = [q_{r_i}^T \ q_{w_i}]^T \in \mathbb{R}^4$ represents the leg $i$ joint configuration, including three leg-revolute joints as $q_{r_i} \in \mathbb{R}^3$ and one wheel joint as $q_{w_i}$. We define another two vectors to include each $q_{r_i}$ and $q_{w_i}$ separately as follows,

$$q_r = \begin{bmatrix} q_{r_1}^T & q_{r_2}^T & q_{r_3}^T & q_{r_4}^T \end{bmatrix}^T \in \mathbb{R}^{n_r=12},$$

$$q_w = \begin{bmatrix} q_{w_1} & q_{w_2} & q_{w_3} & q_{w_4} \end{bmatrix}^T \in \mathbb{R}^{n_w=4},$$

where $q_r$ include all the leg-revolute joints except for the wheels, and $q_w$ denotes all wheel-joint configurations. The generalized dynamics model is derived by the Newton-Euler method using the robot structure in Fig. 2 as below,

$$M(q)\ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q}) + G(q) = J_c^T F_c + S^T \tau,$$
where $M \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, $C \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $G \in \mathbb{R}^n$ denote the generalized inertia matrix, the centripetal & Coriolis force, and the gravity force, respectively. In this paper, all wheels are maintained in contact with the ground. $J_c \in [J_{c_1}^T J_{c_2}^T J_{c_3}^T J_{c_4}^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3n \times n}$ is the contact Jacobian combining $n_c = 4$ contact points, and $J_{c_i} \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times n}$. $F_c = [F_{c_1}^T F_{c_2}^T F_{c_3}^T F_{c_4}^T]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3n}$, represents the four contact forces and $F_{c_i} \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the the leg $i$ contact force. In addition, $\tau \in \mathbb{R}^{n_p + n_v}$ denotes the actuated torque and $S \in \mathbb{R}^{(n_p + n_v) \times n}$ is one selection matrix.

Assuming that there is no slippage between the wheel contact points and the ground, the velocity of the contact points is expressed by the following constraint in (4a), and its time derivative is given in (4b),

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{v}_c &= J_c \dot{q} = 0, \\
\dot{\mathbf{v}}_c &= J_c \ddot{q} + \dot{J}_c \dot{q} = 0,
\end{align*}
$$

where $\mathbf{v}_c = [\mathbf{v}_{c_1}^T \mathbf{v}_{c_2}^T \mathbf{v}_{c_3}^T \mathbf{v}_{c_4}^T]^T$ is the translational velocities of all wheel contact points. Each contact frame $c_i$ is shown in Fig. 2 and we can see that the $z$ axis of the contact frame is coincident with the line from the contact point to the wheel center. The wheel contact points of quadruped-on-wheel robots always change, even the wheel joint does not move, e.g. squatting motion. This case is different with the fixed contact points on the legs of conventional quadruped robots [5]. Since the robot knows nothing about the environment, the wheel contact points are estimated at the lowest points of the wheels, which are located in the wheel sagittal plane along the gravity direction.

### 2.2. Whole-body Inverse kinematics

In this subsection, we will decompose the wheel velocities and accelerations out from the contact constraints in (4). Firstly, we re-derive respectively the spatial velocity and acceleration of the leg $i$ wheel contact point using spatial vectors as follows,

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{v}_{c_i} &= \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\mathbf{o}}_{c_i} \\ \mathbf{v}_{c_i} \end{bmatrix} = c_i \mathbf{X}_{w_i} \mathbf{v}_{w_i} - \mathbf{\Phi}_{c_i} \mathbf{v}_{w_i[z]}, \\
\dot{\mathbf{v}}_{c_i} &= \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\mathbf{o}}_{c_i} \\ \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{c_i} \end{bmatrix} = c_i \mathbf{X}_{w_i} \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{w_i} - \mathbf{\Phi}_{c_i} \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{w_i[z]} - (\mathbf{\gamma} \mathbf{X}_{w_i} \mathbf{v}_{w_i}) \times \mathbf{\Phi}_{c_i} \mathbf{v}_{w_i[z]},
\end{align*}
$$

where the symbol $\times$ denotes the cross product for spatial vectors, detailed in [31]. $\mathbf{v}_{c_i} \in \mathbb{R}^6$ is the spatial velocity of the leg $i$ contact point. $\mathbf{v}_{c_i}$ and $\dot{\mathbf{v}}_{c_i}$ denote the translational and angular velocities of the leg $i$ contact point, respectively. $\mathbf{\Phi}_{c_i} = [0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0]^T$ represents the free modes of the virtual contact joint, which is between the contact point and the ground. The matrix relating to the free modes of one joint should be referred to [28]. The subscript $w_i$ denotes the leg $i$ wheel frame, shown in the zoom-in mechanism of Fig. 2. $c_i \mathbf{X}_{w_i}$ is the transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the wheel frame to the contact point frame. All the transformation matrices using the symbol $\mathbf{X}$ have the size $6 \times 6$ which are compatible with the spatial vectors [31]. $\mathbf{v}_{w_i}$ is the spatial velocity of the leg $i$ wheel and $\mathbf{v}_{w_i[z]}$ is the third component of $\mathbf{v}_{w_i}$, namely the wheel angular velocity around the $z_{w_i}$ axis (see Fig. 2). $\mathbf{v}_{w_i}$ is the composite result of the legged suspension and the wheel joint motion. Therefore, even when the wheel joint velocity $\dot{\mathbf{q}}_{w_i}$ is zero, $\mathbf{v}_{w_i[z]} \neq 0$ for the squatting down motion of the robot. The translational parts of $\mathbf{\Phi}_{c_i} \mathbf{v}_{w_i[z]}$ and $\mathbf{\Phi}_{c_i} \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{w_i[z]}$ are zero and have no influence on the translational motion of the wheel contact points. From the translational components in (5a) and (5b), we can derive the detailed expression of each contact $J_{c_i}$ and $J_{c_i} \dot{q}$. In addition, $J_c$ and $J_c \ddot{q} = [(J_{c_1} \dot{q})^T (J_{c_2} \dot{q})^T (J_{c_3} \dot{q})^T (J_{c_4} \dot{q})^T]^T$ are used in the contact-consistent prioritized operational space control [17], shown in Appendix B. All the symbols used in this paper are listed in Tab. 1. The wheel spatial velocity can be derived as below,

$$
\begin{align*}
\dot{\mathbf{v}}_{w_i} &= u_{w_i} \mathbf{X}_{k_i} \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{k_i} + \mathbf{\Phi}_{w_i} \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{w_i}, \\
\ddot{\mathbf{v}}_{w_i} &= u_{w_i} \mathbf{X}_{k_i} \ddot{\mathbf{v}}_{k_i} + \mathbf{\Phi}_{w_i} \ddot{\mathbf{q}}_{w_i} + \mathbf{v}_{w_i} \times \mathbf{\Phi}_{w_i} \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{w_i},
\end{align*}
$$

where the subscript $k_i$ represents the leg $i$ knee joint frame, shown in Fig. 2. $u_{w_i} \mathbf{X}_{k_i}$ transforms spatial vectors from the knee frame to the wheel frame. $\mathbf{v}_{k_i}$ is the spatial velocity of the leg $i$ knee body. $\mathbf{\Phi}_{w_i} = [0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0]^T$ represents the free modes of the leg $i$ wheel joint. The equation in (6a) is substituted into (5a), then the wheel joint velocity $\dot{\mathbf{q}}_{w_i}$ can be extracted out by selecting the translational part of (5a) as follows,

$$
\dot{\mathbf{v}}_{c_i} = S_c \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{c_i} = S_c c_i \mathbf{X}_{k_i} \dot{\mathbf{v}}_{k_i} + S_c c_i \mathbf{X}_{w_i} \mathbf{\Phi}_{w_i} \dot{\mathbf{q}}_{w_i} = 0.
$$
where $S_c = [0_{3\times3} \ 1_{3\times3}]$ is a selection matrix. $\mathbf{c}X_{k_i}$ transforms spatial vectors from the knee frame to the contact frame. Then we combine all wheel velocities using (7) and extract $\dot{q}_{w_i}$ out in (8a), and the contact velocity constraint in (4a) is rewritten in (8b),

$$
L_w \dot{q}_{w_i} = L \begin{bmatrix} v_b \\ q_r \end{bmatrix},
$$

(8a)

$$
\nu_c = J_c \dot{q} = L \begin{bmatrix} v_b \\ q_r \end{bmatrix} - L_w \dot{q}_{w_i} = 0,
$$

(8b)

where $v_b = [\omega_b^T \upsilon_b^T]^T$ is the base spatial velocity and is composed by its angular velocity $\omega_b$ and its translational velocity $\upsilon_b$. $L \in \mathbb{R}^{3n_c \times (n_b+n_w)}$ is a stack vector relating to the base and the legged joint velocities, and $L_w \in \mathbb{R}^{3n_c \times n_w}$ is a block-diagonal matrix relating to the wheel joint velocities as follows,

$$
L = \begin{bmatrix}
S_c \mathbf{c}X_{k_1} J_{k_1} \\
S_c \mathbf{c}X_{k_2} J_{k_2} \\
S_c \mathbf{c}X_{k_3} J_{k_3} \\
S_c \mathbf{c}X_{k_4} J_{k_4}
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
L_w = \begin{bmatrix}
- (S_c \mathbf{c}X_{w_1} \Phi_{w_1}) & 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times1} \\
0_{3\times1} & - (S_c \mathbf{c}X_{w_2} \Phi_{w_2}) & 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times1} \\
0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times1} & - (S_c \mathbf{c}X_{w_3} \Phi_{w_3}) & 0_{3\times1} \\
0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times1} & - (S_c \mathbf{c}X_{w_4} \Phi_{w_4})
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(9)

where $0_{3\times1}$ denotes the zero vector. $J_{k_i}$ is the Jacobian relating to the knee joint velocity. $L$ will be decomposed in (13a) in Section 3.1. In this way, the wheel velocity $\dot{q}_{w_i}$ is extracted out depending on the base motion and the legged motion in (8a), which serves as the whole-body differential kinematics model for the proposed wheel velocity generator in Section 3.1. For the wheel acceleration, $\ddot{q}_{w_i}$ can be extracted out by substituting (6b) into (5b), and we select the translational part of (5b) as below,

$$
\ddot{v}_i = S_c \ddot{v}_c = S_c \left( \mathbf{c}X_{k_i} \dot{v}_{k_i} + \mathbf{c}X_{w_i} \dot{v}_{w_i} \times \Phi_{w_i} \dot{q}_{w_i} - \mathbf{c}X_{w_i} \dot{v}_{w_i} \times \Phi_{w_i} \ddot{v}_{w_i} \right) + S_c \mathbf{c}X_{w_i} \Phi_{w_i} \ddot{q}_{w_i} = \mathbf{0}.
$$

(10)

Similarly, the four wheel accelerations are combined using (10) and extract $\ddot{q}_{w_i}$ out in (11a), and the contact constraint in (4b) is rewritten in (11b) as follows,

$$
L_w \ddot{q}_{w_i} = L_a = \begin{bmatrix}
S_c (\mathbf{c}X_{k_1} \dot{v}_{k_1} + \mathbf{c}X_{w_1} \dot{v}_{w_1} \times \Phi_{w_1} \dot{q}_{w_1} - S_c (\mathbf{c}X_{w_1} \dot{v}_{w_1} \times \Phi_{w_1} \ddot{v}_{w_1}) \\
\vdots \\
S_c (\mathbf{c}X_{k_4} \dot{v}_{k_4} + \mathbf{c}X_{w_4} \dot{v}_{w_4} \times \Phi_{w_4} \dot{q}_{w_4} - S_c (\mathbf{c}X_{w_4} \dot{v}_{w_4} \times \Phi_{w_4} \ddot{v}_{w_4})
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(11a)

$$
\nu_c = J_c \ddot{q} + \dot{J}_c \dot{q} = L_a - L_w \ddot{q}_{w_i} = \mathbf{0},
$$

(11b)

where $L_a$ is a stack vector and is composed of the items in (10) except items with $\dot{q}_{w_i}$, and $L_a$ will be decomposed in (20a) in Section 3.2. In this way, the wheel acceleration $\ddot{q}_{w_i}$ is extracted out in (11a), which serves as the whole-body double-differential kinematics model for the proposed wheel acceleration generator in Section 3.2.

### 2.3. Centroidal Jacobian

To integrate tasks (relating to the robot centroidal motion) into the prioritized operational space torque control framework, we derive its Jacobian $J_G \in \mathbb{R}^{6\times n}$ for the centroidal spatial velocity, and this is one further-forward step in this field which is based on the improved computation method of the centroidal dynamics in [3],

$$
J_G = I_G^{-1} (bX_G^T U M) = (bX_G)^{-1} (I_b^C)^{-1} U M,
$$

(12)

where $I_G$ denotes the composite rigid-body inertia at the robot CoM, referred in [28]. $I_b^C = U M U^T$ represents the base composite inertia and $U = [I_{6\times6} \ 0_{6\times(n-6)}]$ is a selection matrix. $bX_G \in \mathbb{R}^{6\times6}$ is the transformation matrix for
Figure 4: Wheel Motion Generation Framework: For the rolling locomotion mode, by given the quadruped-CoM translational motion reference, the legged locomotion generator outputs the desired legged configuration for the legged active suspension and the base height control. The superscript $d$ means “desired”. The wheel velocity and acceleration are derived using the centroidal momentum/dynamics based wheel velocity/acceleration generators in the dashed blue and red boxes, detailed in Section 3. The outputs of the generators serve as the inputs of the prioritized impedance controller based torque controller in the yellow dashed box, detailed in Section 4.

3. Wheel Motion Generator based on Centroidal Momentum and Dynamics

When the robot runs on various rough terrains, tracking the whole-body CoM motion is advantageous since the system translational and angular momentum can be defined at the robot CoM naturally. We set a frame at the quadruped CoM to be parallel with the inertial frame, which enables convenience to control the quadruped-CoM motion in the inertial frame. In the control framework shown in Fig. 4, the quadruped-CoM translational motion serves as the reference. Its forward motion is achieved by the wheeled locomotion, and its vertical and lateral motions are handled by the legged suspension, e.g. the squatting down motion and the motion relating to the lateral push recovery. The desired leg-joint references are generated by one legged motion generator which also outputs the desired base angular motion, shown in Fig. 4, and the superscript $d$ denotes the desired values of any vector. In this paper, we concentrate on the rolling mode and all legs are maintained in contact with the ground. For the normal stance state of the robot, we simply set the desired legged-joint velocity and acceleration to be zero, $\dot{q}_d^r = \ddot{q}_d^r = 0_{3n \times 1}$. In addition, the desired base angular velocity and acceleration are also set with zero vectors, $\dot{\omega}_b^d = \ddot{\omega}_b^d = 0_{3 \times 1}$. Then the desired velocities and accelerations of the legged motion and the base angular motion are applied as the inputs of the wheel motion generator. Although these settings are simple, the adaptive wheel motion generators (depending on actual legged configuration and velocity) in this section output the adaptive wheel motion reference, then the compliant torque controller in Section 4 enables the robot to handle various rough terrains successfully, shown in Section 5. Since the torque controller is built in the operational space, the desired legged motion setting is not used, detailed in Section 4.

It is known that the wheel contact points always change even when the robot squats down, this is different with the conventional quadruped robots. Therefore, to track the quadruped-CoM motion, the wheel motion should be consistent with the actual legged suspension. The wheel velocities and accelerations are achieved by combining the inverse kinematics model and the centroidal momentum/dynamics model. We use the actual leg configuration to achieve the spatial vectors from the robot CoM frame to the base frame whose index is 1 or $b$, shown in Fig. 3. The robot CoM frame is shown in Fig. 2.
desired wheel velocities, and we use the actual leg configuration/velocity to achieve the desired wheel accelerations, which enables the robot to adapt effectively on unknown environment. The inputs of the wheel velocity and acceleration generators are \{p_G, \nu^d_G, \theta_b, \nu^d_b, \nu^d_w, \nu^d_r, \nu^d_i, \nu^d_q\} and \{p_G, \nu^d_G, \theta_b, \omega_b, \nu^d_b, \nu^d_w, \nu^d_r, \nu^d_i, \nu^d_q\} respectively (see Fig. 4), and \(p_G\) denotes the quadruped-CoM position. The global solving process: by given the inputs for the wheel velocity and acceleration generators, the base translational velocity \(\nu_b\) and acceleration \(\dot{\nu}_b\) can be extracted out from the centroidal momentum and dynamics models respectively. Then \(\nu_b\) and \(\dot{\nu}_b\) are substituted into the whole-body inverse kinematics models in (8a) and (11a) respectively. Then the wheel velocity \(\nu_w\) and acceleration \(\ddot{\nu}_w\) can be derived. The desired wheel position can be estimated in each loop. Several algorithms listed in Tab. 2 are developed for the mathematical derivations of the model decompositions. In the following parts, the superscript of the desired variables \(d\) is omitted. The outputs of the wheel velocity generator are used in the impedance controllers in Section 4.1, and the outputs of the wheel acceleration generator are used in the feed-forward torque controller in Section 4.3.

3.1. Wheel Velocity Generator

To track the robot centroidal translational velocity reference, the wheel motion \(\nu_w\) can be derived by combining the differential kinematic model in (13a) and the quadruped centroidal momentum model in (13b) as follows,

\[
L_w \nu_w = L \begin{bmatrix} \nu_b \\ \dot{\nu}_b \end{bmatrix} = L_{b_w} \omega_b + L_{b_b} \nu_b + L_v \nu_r, \tag{13a}
\]

\[
h_G = [k_G] = I_G v_G = [I_{G_w} I_{G_r}] \begin{bmatrix} \omega_G \\ \nu_G \end{bmatrix} = b^T X^T b q + \sum_{j=1}^{N_{B}} J^T_{b_j} v_{j}, \tag{13b}
\]

where (13a) is equivalent with (8a) by setting \(L = [L_{b_w} L_{b_b} L_v]\), in which \(L_{b_w}\) and \(L_{b_b}\) are the first and second three columns of \(L\) in (9) respectively. \(L_v, \nu_r\) are one part contributing to the wheel contact point velocity in (8b), which is composed by the leg-revolute joints (except the wheel joints), and it can be easily achieved using the algorithm in Tab. 2(a). \(h_G\) denotes the centroidal momentum and it is composed by the angular momentum \(k_G\) and the translational momentum \(I_G\). In addition, \(v_G\) represents the centroidal spatial velocity, \(\omega_G\) and \(\nu_G\) represent the centroidal angular and translational velocity respectively. It is noticed that the spatial acceleration is defined as the rate of change of the spatial velocity, and it differs from the classical textbook definition of the rigid-body acceleration, referred in [28]. Therefore, we have the relationship between \(p_G\) and \(v_G\), as well as \(\dot{p}_b\) and \(\dot{v}_b\) detailed in Appendix A. \(I_{G_w}\) and \(I_{G_r}\) are the left and right three columns of \(I_G\). \(J^T_{b_j}\) transforms spatial vectors from the base frame to the body \(j\) frame. \(I_j \in \mathbb{R}^{6\times6}\) and \(v_{j}\) represent the body \(j\) spatial inertia and spatial velocity respectively. The body and joint indexes are shown in Fig. 3.

The centroidal momentum model in (13b) can be decomposed into components relating to the base motion, the legged motion and the wheeled motion as follows,

\[
I_G \begin{bmatrix} \omega_G \\ \nu_G \end{bmatrix} = Q_b \begin{bmatrix} \omega_b \\ \nu_b \end{bmatrix} + Q_r \nu_r + Q_w \nu_w, \tag{14}
\]

where \(Q_r \nu_r \in \mathbb{R}^6\) denotes one component of the centroidal momentum which is contributed by the leg bodies (except the wheels), and it can be derived using the algorithm in Tab. 2(b). \(Q_b \in \mathbb{R}^{6\times6}\) and \(Q_w \in \mathbb{R}^{6\times4}\) are inertia-like matrices relating to the base spatial motion and the wheel motion as below,

\[
Q_b = [Q_{b_{w}} Q_{b_{b}}] = b^T X^T b I^C, \tag{15a}
\]

\[
Q_w = b^T X^T [w_{b1} X^T G_{w1} I_{w1} \Phi_{w1} \ldots w_{b4} X^T G_{w4} I_{w4} \Phi_{w4}], \tag{15b}
\]

where \(Q_{b_{w}}\) and \(Q_{b_{b}}\) are the left and right three columns of \(Q_b\). In addition, \(I_{w_{i}}\) is the leg \(i\) wheel inertia, and \(w_{b_{i}} X_{b}\) transforms spatial vectors from the base frame to the leg \(i\) wheel frame. To achieve the wheel velocities, firstly we extract the base translational velocity out mathematically from (14) as follows,

\[
\nu_b = \Gamma_G b \begin{bmatrix} \omega_b \\ \nu_G \end{bmatrix} - \Gamma_r \nu_r - \Gamma_w \nu_w, \tag{16}
\]
where $\Gamma_{Gb}$, $\Gamma_r$, $\dot{q}_r$ and $\Gamma_w$ are derived as below,

$$\Gamma_{Gb} = S_c \left[ -I_{G_w} \quad Q_{b_w} \right]^{-1} \left[ -Q_{b_w} \quad I_{Gb} \right] \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 6},$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(17a)}$$

$$\Gamma_r \dot{q}_r = S_c \left[ -I_{G_w} \quad Q_{b_w} \right]^{-1} Q_r \dot{q}_r \in \mathbb{R}^3,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(17b)}$$

$$\Gamma_w = S_c \left[ -I_{G_w} \quad Q_{b_w} \right]^{-1} Q_w \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 4}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(17c)}$$

In this way, we achieve the relationship between the base translational velocity and the wheel velocity in (16), and it is substituted into the differential kinematics model in (13a),

$$\left( L_w + L_{b_w} \Gamma_w \right) \dot{q}_w = L_{b_w} \left( \Gamma_{Gb} \left[ \omega_b \right] - \Gamma_r \dot{q}_r \right) + L_r \dot{q}_r + L_{b_w} \omega_b,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(18)}$$

where $\dot{q}_w$ can be derived using the Moore-Penrose inverse method.

After achieving the wheel velocity $q_w$, the robot centroidal angular velocity $\omega_G$ and the base translational velocity $v_b$ can also be derived as by-products as follows,

$$\left[ \omega_G \quad v_b \right] = \left[ I_{G_w} - Q_{b_w} \right]^{-1} \left[ \left[ Q_{b_w} - I_{Gb} \right] \left[ \omega_b \right] + Q_r \dot{q}_r + Q_w \dot{q}_w \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(19)}$$

Then all the velocity references will be used for the whole-body compliance control in Section 4.1.

3.2. Wheel Acceleration Generator

To track the robot centroidal acceleration reference, the wheel acceleration $\ddot{q}_w$ can be derived using the double-differential kinematic model and the centroidal dynamics model as follows,

$$L_u \ddot{q}_w = L_{b_u} \omega_b + L_{b_v} \dot{v}_b + L_d = L_u,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(20a)}$$

$$\dot{h}_G = \begin{bmatrix} k_G \\ l_G \end{bmatrix} = I_G v_G + v_G \times I_G v_G = I_G X_T^G \sum_{j=1}^{N_B} j X_T^b \left( I_j a_j + v_j \times I_j v_j \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(20b)}$$

where $a_j$ is the body $j$ spatial acceleration. (20a) is equivalent with (11a) by dividing $L_u$ into components relating to the base angular and translational motions, and $L_d \in \mathbb{R}^{3n_c}$ includes the other items of $L_u$. In addition, $L_d$ can be calculated using the algorithm in Tab. 2(c).

Then we decompose the centroidal dynamics model in (20b) into components relating to the base motion, the legged motion, the wheel motion and one bias item as below,

$$I_G \left[ \dot{\omega}_G \quad \dot{v}_b \right] = Q_b \left[ \dot{\omega}_b \quad \dot{v}_b \right] + Q_r \dot{q}_r + Q_w \ddot{q}_w - Q_{bias},$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(21)}$$

where $Q_r \dot{q}_r \in \mathbb{R}^6$ and $Q_{bias} \in \mathbb{R}^6$ can be calculated recursively using the algorithm in Tab. 2(d).

To achieve the wheel accelerations, firstly we extract the base translational acceleration out from (21) as below,

$$\dot{v}_b = \Gamma_{Gb} \left[ \dot{\omega}_b \quad \dot{v}_b \right] - \Gamma_w \ddot{q}_w + \Gamma_d,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(22)}$$

where $\Gamma_{Gb}$ and $\Gamma_w$ are referred to (17), and $\Gamma_d \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is derived as follows,

$$\Gamma_d = \Gamma_{bias} - \Gamma_r \dot{q}_r,$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(23a)}$$

$$\Gamma_{bias} = S_c \left[ -I_{G_w} \quad Q_{b_w} \right]^{-1} Q_{bias},$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(23b)}$$

$$\Gamma_r \dot{q}_r = S_c \left[ -I_{G_w} \quad Q_{b_w} \right]^{-1} Q_r \dot{q}_r.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(23c)}$$
Table 2
Algorithms for the Wheel Motion Generation: \( p(j) \) denotes the parent body/frame of the body/frame \( j \). The parent relationship is described in the caption of Fig. 3 relating to the robot connectivity. \( X_{p(j)} \in \mathbb{R}^{6 \times 6} \) is the transformation matrix for spatial vectors from the parent frame \( p(j) \) to the frame \( j \). \( \Phi_j \) represents the free modes of the joint \( j \), \( \Phi_j = [0 0 1 0 0] \) for the floating base joint and \( \Phi_j = [0 0 0 0 1] \) for the actuated joints. In the algorithms (a) and (b) relating to the wheel velocity generator, we assume that the velocities are zero only for the floating-base and the wheel joints. In the algorithms (c) and (d) relating to the wheel acceleration generator, we assume that the accelerations are zero only for the floating-base and the wheels joints, and all joint/body velocities are with the real values. In addition, all transformation matrices and each spatial body inertia \( I \) in all algorithms have been calculated with the actual values.

(a) Algorithm for \( L, \dot{q}_c \) in (13a) for the wheel velocity generator.

Assumption: The velocities of the floating-base joint and wheel joints are zero: \( v_b = v_t = 0, \dot{q}_w = 0 \).

\[
L, \dot{q}_c = J, \dot{q} = J_s \begin{bmatrix} 0_{6 \times 6} & \dot{q}_t^T \ 0 & \dot{q}_c^T \ 0 & \dot{q}_r^T \ 0 & \dot{q}_s^T \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

(b) Algorithm for \( Q, \dot{q}_d \) in (14) for the wheel velocity generator.

Assumption: the velocities of the floating-base and wheel joints are zero: \( v_b = v_t = 0, \dot{q}_w = [q_5, q_6, q_{13}, q_{17}] \).

Initialize one middle variable \( E = 0 \).

for \( j = 2 \) to \( N_B \) do

\( v_j = X_{p(j)} \dot{v}_{p(j)} + \Phi_j \dot{q}_d \)

\( E = E + X_e \dot{v}_j \)

end

\( Q, \dot{q}_d = \dot{X}_G^T E \)

(c) Algorithm for \( L_d \) in (20a) for the wheel acceleration generator.

Assumption: The accelerations of the floating-base and wheel joints are zero: \( v_b = v_t = 0, \ddot{q}_w = [q_{5}, q_6, q_{13}, q_{17}] \).

for \( j = 2 \) to \( N_B \) do

\( v_j = X_{p(j)} \dot{v}_{p(j)} + \Phi_j \dot{q}_d + v_j \times \Phi_j \dot{q}_d \)

end

\( L_d = \begin{bmatrix} 0_{6 \times 6} & \ddot{q}_t^T \ 0 & \ddot{q}_c^T \ 0 & \ddot{q}_r^T \ 0 & \ddot{q}_s^T \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_6 \{ \ddot{X}_{w_1} \} \{ v_5 \} - \{ \ddot{X}_{w_5} \} \{ v_{w_5} \} \times \Phi_{j_1} \{ v_{w_5} \} \} \ S_6 \{ \ddot{X}_{w_2} \} \{ v_9 \} - \{ \ddot{X}_{w_9} \} \{ v_{w_9} \} \times \Phi_{j_2} \{ v_{w_9} \} \} \ S_6 \{ \ddot{X}_{w_1} \} \{ v_{13} \} - \{ \ddot{X}_{w_{13}} \} \{ v_{w_{13}} \} \times \Phi_{j_3} \{ v_{w_{13}} \} \} \ S_6 \{ \ddot{X}_{w_1} \} \{ v_{17} \} - \{ \ddot{X}_{w_{17}} \} \{ v_{w_{17}} \} \times \Phi_{j_4} \{ v_{w_{17}} \} \} \end{bmatrix} \)

(d) Algorithm for \( Q, \dot{q}_d \), and \( Q_{bias} \) in (21) for the wheel acceleration generator.

Define \( B, E, e_j \), and \( b_j \) as middle-process variables.

Assumption: The accelerations of the floating-base and wheel joints are zero: \( a_b = a_t = 0, \ddot{q}_w = [q_5, q_6, q_{13}, q_{17}] \).

Initialize \( B = v_b \times I_b, v_b = v_1 \times I_b, E = 0 \), \( e_1 = 0 \), \( b_1 = 0 \).

for \( j = 2 \) to \( N_B \) do

\( e_j = X_{p(j)} e_{p(j)} + \Phi_j \dot{q}_d \)

\( E = E + X_e \dot{v}_j \)

\( b_j = X_{p(j)} b_{p(j)} + v_j \times \Phi_j \dot{q}_d \)

\( B = B + X_e (I_b e_j + v_j \times I_b v_j) \)

end

\( Q, \dot{q}_d = \dot{X}_G^T E \) and \( Q_{bias} = v_G \times I_G \dot{v}_G - \dot{X}_G^T B \)

In this way, we have achieved the relationship between the base translational acceleration and the wheel acceleration in (22). Then we substitute this relationship function (22) into the double-differential kinematics model (20a),

\[
(L_w + L_{b_h} \Gamma_w) \ddot{q}_w = L_{b_c} \left( \Gamma_G \left[ \Phi_G \right] + \Gamma_d \right) + L_d + L_{b_w} \ddot{\omega}_b, \quad (24)
\]
where $\dot{q}_w$ can be derived using the Moore-Penrose inverse method. After achieving the wheel acceleration, the base translational acceleration $\dot{v}_b$ and the robot centroidal angular acceleration $\dot{\theta}_G$ can be derived as by-products as below,

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta}_G \\
\dot{v}_b
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
I_{G_w} & -Q_{b_c} \\
Q_{b_w} & -I_{G_c}
\end{bmatrix}^{-1}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\theta}_b \\
\dot{v}_G
\end{bmatrix} + Q_r \ddot{q}_r + Q_u \ddot{q}_u - Q_{bias}.
$$

(25)

All the acceleration references have been achieved and will be used in the feed-forward torque controller in Section 4.3. In addition, the wheel position can be estimated in each control loop as follows,

$$
q_{w|k+1} = q_{w|k} + \delta t \dot{q}_{w|k} + \frac{1}{2} \delta t^2 \ddot{q}_{w|k},
$$

(26)

where $q_{w|0}$ applies the initial wheel position. $\delta t$ represents one calculation loop time period. The subscript $|k$ denotes the $k^{th}$ loop value. The wheel position reference is used in the impedance controller in Section 4.1.

In this section, we achieve the desired wheel motion by further combining the centroidal momentum and dynamics models, and this method can be used for other locomotion robots with wheels. In addition, the online wheel motion generator enables the robot with more robustness due to the fact that the velocity is achieved using the actual robot configuration, and the acceleration is derived by the robot actual configuration and the actual body velocities. This strategy can also be applied for online motion generators of other robots without wheels.

4. Whole-body Torque Controller

In this section, we define several impedance controllers to enable the robot with compliance abilities. Then we propose one concept, “prioritized impedance controller”, which enables various impedance forces to be consistent with the multi-task operational space control framework. The desired positions and velocities are applied in the compliance controllers. The desired accelerations are applied in the feed-forward torque controller.

For the rolling based locomotion on rough terrain, we control three tasks which are ranked in priority order from high to low as: the contact constraint task (signed as controllers. The desired accelerations are applied in the feed-forward torque controller.

4.1. Feedback Whole-body Impedance Controllers

When the robot runs in the unknown environment, the uncertainties include the unknown terrain, the imprecise contact points, the unknown rolling resistance and the external force. Therefore, several whole-body impedance controllers are required to be built to compensate the influence to our kinematics and dynamics models, and enable the robot to run on rough terrain with compliance. In this subsection, all impedance controllers are established in the task space and they are projected into the generalized coordinate space.

Initially, we define one impedance controller for the whole-body angular and translational momentums to track the robot centroidal motion. Since the angular position of the whole-body CoM has no sense, we apply only the damping matrix $D_{G_w}$ for the angular momentum tracking as below,

$$
\tau_{im_G} = J_T^G \left[ K_{G_w} (\theta_d^G - \theta_b) + D_{G_w} (\ddot{\theta}_d^G - \ddot{\theta}_b) \right] \in \mathbb{R}^n,
$$

(27)

where $K_{G_w}$ and $D_{G_w}$ denote the stiffness and damping matrices whose subscripts $G_w$ represent the robot centroidal translational motion. In this section, all the superscript $d$ means the desired values of any vector. In addition, one impedance controller is designed to enable the base with small angular motions as follows,

$$
\tau_{im_b} = J^T_b \left[ K_b (\theta_d^b - \theta_b) + D_b (\ddot{\theta}_d^b - \ddot{\theta}_b) \right] \in \mathbb{R}^n.
$$

(28)

where $J_b \in \mathbb{R}^{3xn}$ is the Jacobian for the base angular motion. $K_b$ and $D_b$ denote respectively the relative angular stiffness and damping matrices. Furthermore, the active compliances for the legged suspension and the wheel motion play a significant role for the robot to cross over various rough terrains. Therefore, we establish two impedance controllers.
on all leg-end points and all wheel joints respectively as below,

\[
\tau_{im_p} = J_p^T [K_p (\hat{p}_w^d - \hat{p}_w) + D_p (\hat{p}_w^d - \hat{p}_w)] \in \mathbb{R}^n, \tag{29a}
\]

\[
\tau_{im_w} = J_w^T [K_w (\hat{q}_w^d - q_w) + D_w (\hat{q}_w^d - q_w)] \in \mathbb{R}^n, \tag{29b}
\]

where \(\hat{p}_w \in \mathbb{R}^{3n_c}\) combines all the wheel-center positions relative to the base frame. \(J_p \in \mathbb{R}^{3n_c \times n}\) denotes the Jacobian for all the wheel-center motion relative to the base frame. \(J_w \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}\) represents the Jacobian relating to all wheel-joint motion. \(K_p\), \(D_p\), \(K_w\) and \(D_w\) denote the stiffness and dampings for the legged suspension and the wheel motion respectively.

To enable the robot to handle various terrains, we set different stiffnesses and dampings for the centroidal translational motion in the vertical direction in (27) and the wheel-center motion relative to the base in (29a). On the terrain with discontinuous stones, stairs and continuous bumps without much altitude variation, we concern more importance on the height control of the centroidal translational motion, and the components of the stiffness and damping for the wheel-motion in the base vertical direction are set with small values. On the terrain with complex slopes, the stiffness and damping for the centroidal height control is set to be low and we give more concern on the wheel-center motion relative to the base.

In this part, we define four impedance controllers in this subsection, in which (27) and (29b) are related to the designed tasks, e.g. including the centroidal motion task in (27) and the wheel-center motion in the base vertical direction are set with small values. On the terrain with discontinuous stones, stairs and continuous bumps without much altitude variation, we concern more importance on the horizontal translation of the centroidal motion task and the components of the stiffness and damping for the wheel-motion in the vertical direction in (27) and the wheel-center motion relative to the base in (29a). On the terrain with complex slopes, the stiffness and damping for the centroidal height control is set to be low and we give more concern on the wheel-center motion relative to the base.

In this part, we define four impedance controllers in this subsection, in which (27) and (29b) are related to the designed tasks, e.g. including the centroidal motion task in (27) and the wheel-center motion relative to the base in (29a). On the terrain with discontinuous stones, stairs and continuous bumps without much altitude variation, we concern more importance on the horizontal translation of the centroidal motion task and the components of the stiffness and damping for the wheel-motion in the vertical direction in (27) and the wheel-center motion relative to the base in (29a). On the terrain with complex slopes, the stiffness and damping for the centroidal height control is set to be low and we give more concern on the wheel-center motion relative to the base.

### 4.2. Prioritized Impedance Controller

We propose the prioritized impedance controller, which means that all impedance controllers should be consistent with the task hierarchy. We contribute to prioritize various impedance torques in Section 4.1 and combine them into one single torque \(\Omega \in \mathbb{R}^n\) in the generalized coordinate space (cf. Fig. 4) as follows,

\[
\Omega = \left[ J_c^T J_c + J_{G|c}^T J_{G|c} + J_{w|G|c}^T J_{w|G|c} + N_{all} \right] \sum \tau_{im_k}, \tag{30}
\]

where \(\sum \tau_{im_k} = \tau_{im_c} + \tau_{im_g} + \tau_{im_w} + \tau_{im_all}\) sums all the impedance torques in Section 4.1. \(\sum \tau_{im_k}\) can also integrate any other user-defined impedance controllers. \(J_{G|c} = J_{G|c} N_c\) and \(J_{w|G|c} = J_{w|G|c} N_{G|c}\) represent the Jacobians for the centroidal motion and the wheel motion tasks respectively. \(N_c = 1_{n \times n} - J_c J_c^T\) denotes the null-space projector for the contact constraint task, and \(N_{G|c} = N_c - J_{G|c} J_{G|c}^T\) is the null-space projector combining the centroidal motion and the contact constraint tasks. The subscript \(G|c\) means that the CoM tracking task cannot conflict the contact constraint and should be in the null-space of the contact-constraint task. Similarly, the subscript \(w|G|c\) means that the wheel motion task should be in the null-space of the contact and CoM tracking tasks. Each \(J\) denotes the dynamically-consistent inverse of each task Jacobian \(J\), detailed in Appendix B. In addition, \(N_{all} = N_{G|c} - J_{w|G|c} J_{w|G|c}^T\) is the null-space projector combining null-spaces of the three designed tasks and \(N_{all} = 0_{n \times n}\) in this paper because all robot DOFs are taken into account. The detailed null-space based inverse dynamics should be referred to [16], and some of the relative properties are listed in Appendix C. The impedance forces in the operational space for the three hierarchical tasks have the following relationships,

\[
J_c^T \Omega = J_c^T \sum \tau_{im_c}, \quad \text{for the contact constraint task with } J_c^T J_{G|c} = 0 \text{ and } J_c^T J_{w|G|c} = 0, \tag{31a}
\]

\[
J_{G|c}^T \Omega = J_{G|c}^T \sum \tau_{im_g}, \quad \text{for the centroidal motion task with } J_{G|c}^T J_c = 0 \text{ and } J_{G|c}^T J_{w|G|c} = 0, \tag{31b}
\]

\[
J_{w|G|c}^T \Omega = J_{w|G|c}^T \sum \tau_{im_w}, \quad \text{for the wheel motion task with } J_{w|G|c}^T J_c = 0 \text{ and } J_{w|G|c}^T J_{G|c} = 0, \tag{31c}
\]

where we use the properties in Appendix C. The relationships in (31) show that the impedance force in the operational space for one task is decoupled from all the other tasks. Furthermore, the prioritized impedance controller in (30) can integrate the impedance controllers relating to the designed tasks, e.g. including the centroidal motion task in (27) and the wheel motion task in (29b). Especially, compared with the conventional impedance controllers, it has three more advantages:

- Several general impedance controllers indirectly acting on the designed tasks, e.g. the impedance controllers in (28) and (29a), can also be integrated into the single torque in (30).
• By using the null-space based projections, the prioritized impedance controller satisfies the task hierarchies and influences the designed tasks in a decoupled way.

• The prioritized impedance controller can also be integrated into one optimization based torque controller, e.g. multi-task hierarchical convex optimization using the quadratic programming (QP) technique, which combines the above two advantages and is able to handle inequality constraints.

For robots with higher DOFs, the designed tasks may not take into account all the robot DOFs, $N_{all}$ in (30) is not a zero matrix which enables the robot with abilities to handle other impedance controllers without conflicting the task hierarchy. The prioritized impedance controller is applied to achieve the feedback torque $\tau_{fb} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{r}+n_{w}}$ as below,

$$\tau_{fb} = P \Omega = \left[ \left( \begin{array}{c} P_{QR} S^{T} + P_{QR} \end{array} \right) \right] \Omega,$$

where $P \in \mathbb{R}^{(n_{r}+n_{w}) \times n}$ denotes one mapping matrix and is derived by the QR decomposition projector of the contact Jacobian $J_{c}$, which enables the torque for the actuators to be independent of the contact force [33], i.e. $P J_{c}^{T} F_{c} = \mathbf{0}$. The superscript + denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse. The proposed impedance controller in (30) and the feedback force in (32) both respect the contact constraints, which is consistent with the torque controller in Section 4.3.

In this subsection, the proposed prioritized impedance controller can be used for other robots with high DOFs. For example, when an obstacle is approaching the head of one humanoid robot in [16], the reactive force generated by the repulsive potential field pushes the robot to avoid collision. In the process, it is preferable to avoid the obstacle by using the reactive whole-body motion (e.g. the centroidal motion), not only the head motion. In this sense, the proposed impedance controller enables this reactive force to influence the whole-body behaviors by respecting task hierarchies. In addition, the method can be integrated into various hierarchical multi-task torque controllers, including the pseudo-inverse based dynamic method in Section 4.3, and other torque controllers using optimization based techniques which is detailed in our work [35](submitted).

### 4.3. Prioritized Torque Controller

The whole-body feed-forward torque controller applies the contact-consistent hierarchical control framework [17]. In this framework, the operational space force for the contact constraint task is not required to be calculated, shown in the equation (35). For the other two tasks, we define $F_{G|c}$ and $F_{w|G|c}$ to represent the operational space forces for the centroidal motion task and the wheel motion task respectively, and they are consistent with the contact constraint. For the centroidal motion task, $F_{G|c}$ can be achieved by given the task-acceleration reference $\dot{q}_{G}^{d}$ as follows,

$$F_{G|c} = \Lambda_{G|c} \dot{q}_{G}^{d} + \mu_{G|c} + \rho_{G|c},$$

where $\Lambda_{G|c}$, $\mu_{G|c}$ and $\rho_{G|c}$ denote the operational space inertia, the Coriolis and centrifugal force, and gravity force for the centroidal motion task. To avoid incompleteness, we list these variables in in Appendix B. For the wheel motion task, $F_{w|G|c}$ will not conflict the centroidial motion task, and can be achieved by given the task-acceleration reference $\dot{q}_{w}^{d}$ as below,

$$F_{w|G|c} = \Lambda_{w|G|c} \dot{q}_{w}^{d} + \mu_{w|G|c} + \rho_{w|G|c} - \Lambda_{w|G|c} J_{w} M^{-1} \left( J_{G|c}^{T} F_{G|c} \right),$$

where $\Lambda_{w|G|c}$, $\mu_{w|G|c}$ and $\rho_{w|G|c}$ denote the operational space inertia, the Coriolis and centrifugal force, and gravity force for the wheel motion task (see Appendix B). The feed-forward torque can be calculated by operational space forces of the designed tasks as follows,

$$\tau = P \left[ J_{c}^{T} F_{c} + J_{G|c}^{T} F_{G|c} + J_{w|G|c}^{T} F_{w|G|c} \right] = P \left[ J_{G|c}^{T} F_{G|c} + J_{w|G|c}^{T} F_{w|G|c} \right].$$

Then we combine the feed-forward and feedback torques in (35) and (32) to achieve the actuated torque $\tau_{act}$ as,

$$\tau_{act} = \tau + \tau_{fb},$$

where $\tau_{act}$ is applied on the robot actuators (cf. Fig. 4) to enable the robot to track the centroidal motion and the wheel motion references compliantly on simulated various unknown rough terrains. In the operational space control,
the contact constraint has the highest priority. The contact force $F_c$ can be estimated by multiplying $J_c^T$ at both sides of the generalized dynamics model in (3) and by combining the contact constraints in (4), as below,

$$F_c = -J_c^T S^T \tau_{act} + \mu_c + \rho_c,$$

where $\mu_c$ and $\rho_c$ denote the operational-space Coriolis and centrifugal force, and the gravity force at the wheel-contact points (see Appendix B). By using this method, the force sensors are not necessary. Although the contact forces are not accurate when the contact-point positions are not estimated precisely, the prioritized impedance controller can compensate the influence to the dynamics model. The estimation accuracy of the contact force can be improved by one more accurate estimation method of the contact-point positions.

In this section, the feed-forward torque controller and the feedback prioritized impedance controller always satisfy the contact constraints. When the robot runs on the rough terrain and the centroidal acceleration reference in the vertical direction does not change with big amplitude, the contact unilateral limit is satisfied. In addition, when the rolling friction is enough, the friction cone is also respected. Therefore, the fulfillment of the contact constraints by the torque controller ensures the robot stability to resist external disturbances, including the unknown rough terrains, the external force, etc, shown in the complex simulated scenarios in Section 5. Furthermore, we also developed one optimization based torque controller in [32] which can handle the contact situation with inequality constraints, e.g. the contact unilateral limit, the friction cone and the actuated-joint limits. In [32], we have verified the optimization based torque controller using our wheel motion generator in this paper.

5. Simulation Results on Various Rough Terrains

The motion generator proposed in Section 3 is tested in two simulation scenarios (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 7) using our virtual quadruped-on-wheel robot, “TowrISIR” in Fig. 1. The simulation results are reported using the physical engine established by ROS-GAZEBO, in which we use several virtual sensors, including GPS for the real-time robot position, IMU for the base orientation and angular velocities, joint position encoders and torque sensors for joint state measurements. Based on the sensor-feedback data, we calculate the base and the centroidal properties. These robot states are applied in the impedance controllers and the motion generators, shown in Fig. 4. We set the centroidal motion reference in the sagittal plane and its lateral reference is always zero. The simulations on various rough terrains are used to verify the validity, adaptiveness and usefulness of our proposed adaptive wheel motion generator. The motion simulation is based on the general control framework presented in Fig. 4 that combines the feedback controller in the impedance input-port and the feed-forward controller that computes the required torque vector which satisfies the Equation of Motion, the contact constraints and the task hierarchy. In each control loop, the wheel motion generator outputs the desired wheel-joint position, velocity and acceleration, and the centroidal angular velocity and acceleration are also achieved, detailed in Section 2 and 3. The desired whole-body configuration and velocities are used in the feedback prioritized impedance controller in Section 4.1 and 4.2. Then the desired centroidal and wheel-joint accelerations serve as the inputs of the hierarchical torque controller in Section 4.3. The calculated torque respects the contact constraints and it is applied on our quadruped-on-wheel robot to run on various rough terrains in this section.

5.1. Running on Artificial Environment

In the first scenario in Fig. 5, only the door-like horizontal bar position is known and the robot crosses over several kinds of artificial terrains, including one bump, one hollow and two stairs. To validate the effectiveness and adaptivity of our wheel motion generator, one bump and the horizontal bar are put at the same place in stage 2, and the desired CoM height is controlled to enable the robot to squat down and rolls over the bump and through the bar. As described in Section 4.1, we set high stiffness and damping on the height control of the centroidal translational motion, and the components of the stiffness and damping for the wheel-center motion in the base vertical direction are set with small values. In stage 3, one virtual lateral external force $F = 180N$ is applied on the robot which begins at 9s and lasts 0.2 seconds. Since the rough environment is unknown and the contact points are always estimated at the lowest points of the wheels in Section 2.2, we can see that the wheel tracking in Fig. 6(c) experiences a relatively big fluctuation. It is not very precise when the robot runs on the continuous bump and hollow (in stage 2 and 4), stones (in stage 3) and discontinuous stairs (in stage 5 and 6). The inaccurate contact-point positions induce inaccuracy to the whole-body kinematics model in Section 2.2 and the generalized dynamics model in Section 2.1. Then the imprecise models influence the outputs of the motion generator in Section 3 and the results of the centroidal forward motion tracking, especially in stage 5 and 6 with discontinuous stairs. Even though, the desired and actual CoM positions are still
The robot runs forward on various rough terrains and handles several activities. The platform height = 0.15m, length = 15.2m, and the rough terrain geometry is depicted. The whole running process is divided into six stages. [Stage 1]: the beginning state. [Stage 2]: the robot squats down to cross over one bump and through one door-like horizontal bar. [Stage 3]: the robot is driven on stones with different heights (the max difference is 0.02m) and the robot is pushed by one lateral external force $F$ in the zoom-in picture. [Stage 4]: the robot crosses one continuous hollow. [Stage 5 and 6]: the robot climbs over two kinds of stairs. Almost coincident in the long running process, shown in Fig. 6(a). For the squatting motion in stage 2 and the push-recovery motion in stage 3, the adaptive wheel motion is generated to track the CoM motion according to the real-time leg states, the varied CoM height and its lateral position (see Fig. 6(b)), because the actual legged motion is used to achieve the wheel velocity reference, and the actual legged configuration/velocity is applied to derive the wheel acceleration reference, and these strategies enable the robot to adapt to the rough terrain with robustness, detailed in Section 3. By using the whole-body torque control (in Section 4.3) integrated with our prioritized impedance controller in Section 4.2, the robot is enabled to run on various rough terrains and track the centroidal motion with compliance, especially for the periods with the stairs in stage 5 and 6, and after the push in stage 3, the robot can recover to the normal state, shown in Fig. 6(b). In addition, we plot the actuated torque for the joints of the front-left leg in Fig. 6(d), which is generated by our compliant torque controller in Section 4. It is noticed that the HAA torque is always very small except during the push-recovery motion. The wheel joint torque experience a small fluctuation when the robot runs on the stones, the value becomes bigger when the robot crosses over the two discontinuous stairs. In the future work, we will develop one estimation method for the wheel-contact positions to improve the tracking performance. In addition, we developed one optimization based torque controller in [32] to achieve several operational tasks which are achieved by respecting the contact constraints. The inequality constraints include the base orientation and position limits, the actuated-joint position and velocity limits, the unilateral contact constraint and the friction cone. The torque controller in [32] is verified on our robot with one manipulator on its base using our wheel motion generator in this paper. In these works, the contact constraints always have the highest priority which ensure the robot stability while handling several activities.

5.2. Running on 3D Rough Terrain

The second scenario relates to the validation of the robot running on numerous slopes in the unknown continuous 3D rough environment, shown in Fig. 7(a). On this artificial terrain with complex slopes, the stiffness and damping for the centroidal height control is set to be low and we give more concern on the wheel-center motion relative to the base. The robot runs downward and upward to track the whole-body centroidal motion reference. The prioritized impedance controller enables the robot to do active legged suspension when the robot starts to go downward in Fig. 7(b) or prepares the climb-upward motion in Fig. 7(c). Finally, the robot climbs over the slope in Fig. 7(d). The CoM and wheel positions and errors are plotted in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) respectively. Even with different legged suspension and configuration, our method in Section 3 can still generate the adaptive wheel motion to track the centroidal motion. Along the whole process on the complex rough terrain, the tracking performance is quite good with small errors even though the contact point is not estimated precisely. With the prioritized impedance controller based whole-body torque
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Figure 6: Motion tracking results of the centroidal motion and the wheel motion. The left and right axes represent the errors and positions respectively. (a) records the robot centroidal forward position and error. (b) plots the lateral position error and its vertical height/error. (c) shows the four-wheel rotational positions and errors. Since the four-wheel motion experience the almost coincident trajectories, only the desired and actual front-left wheel positions are plotted. (d) plots the actuated-joint torque for the front-left leg.

Figure 7: The robot is driven on unknown 3D rough terrain with various slopes. (a) is the beginning state. In (b), the robot runs downward one slope. In (c) and (d), the robot prepares and climbs upward respectively. (b) and (c) show the legged suspension with compliance.

control in Section 4, the required actuated torque is generated to track the motion references. The contact constraint with the highest priority is ensured, shown in Fig. 8(c) which shows that the four legs are always in contact with the ground. The four normal contact forces are around 200N using the estimation method in Section 4.3. In Fig. 8(d), we plot the actuated torque for the joints of the front-left leg, which is generated by our compliant torque controller in Section 4. It is noticed that compared with the generated joint torque in Section 5.1, all joint torque is smooth along the whole process when the robot runs on this 3D continuous terrain. Only the HFE joint torque experiences a small fluctuation when the robot runs downward one slope at 6.3s and climbs upward one slope at 12s.

To sum up, the simulations verify that the proposed wheel motion generator (combining the kinematics model and the centroidal momentum/dynamics model) is adaptive and effective for our quadruped-on-wheel robot when running on various unknown rough terrains. The prioritized impedance controller based multi-task operational space controller enables the robot with compliance abilities, especially for active legged suspension and the push-recovery motion. The two simulations are done on a usual PC with a i7-7700 CPU, 3.6GHz. The sampling time is fixed with 1ms. The calculation period for the motion generator and the torque controller is max 0.7ms, about 1429Hz which can be suitable for real-time control on other legged-wheeled robots with high DOFs. The simulation results provided by our approach are quite satisfactory, which can also be seen in the attachment video. With the proposed motion generator and the compliant torque controller, our robot can be used to work for agriculture, industries and mountain lanes. One or two manipulators can be assembled on the floating base to achieve more complex grasping tasks.
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![Simulation results of the second scenario. (a) records the quadruped CoM motion in forward direction. (b) plots the four wheels' rotational position errors along the whole process. Only the desired and actual front-left wheel positions are plotted. (c) shows the four wheel contact normal forces. (d) plots the actuated-joint torque for the front-left leg.](image)

6. Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we propose one wheel motion generator to track the centroidal motion of one quadruped-on-wheel robot, by combining the whole-body inverse kinematics model and the centroidal momentum/dynamics model. The inverse kinematics model is derived by using the wheel contact constraints and the wheel motion is extracted out depending on the base motion and the legged motion. To track the robot centroidal motion reference, the whole-body inverse kinematics model and the centroidal momentum/dynamics model are mathematically decomposed into several components relating to the base, the legged and the wheel motions, in which several algorithms are developed. Then the two models are combined to achieve the adaptive wheel positions, velocities and accelerations. By using the prioritized torque control framework mixed with our proposed prioritized impedance controller, the contact constraints are ensured and our robot is successfully driven to track the centroidal motion reference on various simulated rough terrains, which validate the adaptivity and effectiveness of our wheel motion generator.

In this work, all the wheels are always in contact with the ground. We set the desired legged-joint velocity and acceleration to be zero and they serve as the inputs of the wheel motion generator. In the future works, we will develop one general strategy to generate online the adaptive legged motion and the wheel motion together, especially for the fast squatting-down motion. Then we will combine the dynamic legged and wheel motions together to achieve more complex locomotion modes, e.g. trotting-rolling, jumping-rolling etc.

APPENDIX A

Since we use spatial vectors in the system modeling and the wheel motion generators, the translational base and centroidal motions expressed in their own frames can be achieved as below,

\[ \mathbf{v}_b = b R_0 \dot{p}_b, \]
\[ \dot{\mathbf{v}}_b = b R_0 \dot{\mathbf{p}}_b - \omega_b \times \mathbf{v}_b, \]
\[ \mathbf{v}_G = \dot{p}_G, \]
\[ \dot{\mathbf{v}}_G = \dot{p}_G - \omega_G \times \mathbf{v}_G, \]

where \( b R_0 \) transform 3D vectors from the inertial frame to the base frame, which is equal to \( b R_G \).
APPENDIX B

In the contact-consistent prioritized multi-task torque control framework [17], the contact constraint and force are already integrated in the derivation for the operational space control of the other designed tasks. In this paper, the contact-consistent dynamically inversed Jacobians of the three designed tasks are listed as below,

\[
\bar{J}_c = M^{-1}J_c^T(J_cM^{-1}J_c^T)^{-1},
\]

\[
\bar{J}_{G|c} = M^{-1}J_{G|c}^T(J_{G|c}M^{-1}J_{G|c}^T)^{-1},
\]

\[
\bar{J}_{u|G|c} = M^{-1}J_{u|G|c}^T(J_{u|G|c}M^{-1}J_{u|G|c}^T)^{-1}.
\]

(39a) (39b) (39c)

The functions relating to the operational space forces of the two tasks in (33) and (34) are derived by multiplying \( J_{G|c} \) and \( J_{u|G|c}^T \) respectively on both sides of the generalized dynamics model in (3). The variables in (33), (34) and (37) are listed in (40), (41) and (42) respectively as follows.

\[
\Lambda_{G|c} = (J_{G|c}M^{-1}J_{G|c}^T)^{-1},
\]

\[
\mu_{G|c} = \Lambda_{G|c}J_GM^{-1}N_c^T\mathbf{C} + \Lambda_{G|c}J_G\bar{J}_c\bar{J}_c\dot{q} - \Lambda_{G|c}J_G\dot{q},
\]

\[
\rho_{G|c} = \Lambda_{G|c}J_GM^{-1}N_c^T\mathbf{G}.
\]

\[
\Lambda_{u|G|c} = (J_{u|G|c}M^{-1}J_{u|G|c}^T)^{-1},
\]

\[
\mu_{u|G|c} = \Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1}N_c^T\mathbf{C} + \Lambda_{u|G|c}J_u\bar{J}_c\bar{J}_c\dot{q} - \Lambda_{u|G|c}J_u\dot{q},
\]

\[
\rho_{u|G|c} = \Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1}N_c^T\mathbf{G}.
\]

\[
\Lambda_c = (J_cM^{-1}J_c^T)^{-1},
\]

\[
\mu_c = \bar{J}_c^T\mathbf{C} - \Lambda_c\bar{J}_c\dot{q},
\]

\[
\rho_c = \bar{J}_c^T\mathbf{G}.
\]

(40a) (40b) (40c) (41a) (41b) (41c) (42a) (42b) (42c)

where \( \Lambda_c \) denotes the operational space inertia at the wheel-contact points.

APPENDIX C

For one general null-space projector \( N \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \), it has the following properties,

\[
NN = N,
\]

\[
NM^{-1} = M^{-1}N^T = NM^{-1}N^T.
\]

In addition, for the designed three tasks in this paper, the null-space projectors have the following properties,

\[
N_{G|c} = N_{G|c}N_c,
\]

\[
N_{all} = N_{all}N_{G|c} = N_{all}N_{G|c}N_c,
\]

\[
J_cN_c = 0_{3n_c \times n}, \quad J_{G|c}N_{G|c} = 0_{6 \times n}, \quad \text{and} \quad J_{u|G|c}N_{all} = 0_{n_c \times n}.
\]

(43a) (43b) (44a) (44b) (44c)

Therefore, for the impedance forces of the designed tasks in the operational space in (31), we give the derivations for two examples as follows,

\[
\bar{J}_{u|G|c}^TJ_{u|G|c} = (\Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1})J_{u|G|c}^T = (\Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1})J_{u|G|c}^T = (\Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1})J_{u|G|c}^T = 0_{3n_c \times n},
\]

\[
\bar{J}_{u|G|c}^TJ_{u|G|c}^T = (\Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1})J_{u|G|c}^T = (\Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1})J_{u|G|c}^T = (\Lambda_{u|G|c}J_uM^{-1})N_{G|c}^TJ_{u|G|c}^T = 0_{n_c \times 6}.
\]

(45a) (45b)
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